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1. INTRODUCTION  

Fan Stylian Noli (1882-1965) published around fifty books. Half of his publications are 
translations of liturgical texts from Greek into Albanian and English, including musical 
settings in both languages, a translation of the New Testament into English for liturgical 
use, and a complete translation of the New Testament and the Psalms into English. In 
addition, Noli arranged and translated into Albanian and English two catechism books. 

All of this liturgical translation work of Metropolitan Archbishop Theofan Noli will be the 
subject of this paper, especially the ideological nuances that these translations contain. 

After the 1940s, hundreds of articles and books were published about Noli, and many 
authors are still investigating different aspects of his life and work: his language, 
poetry, translations of world literature, historical works, politics, etc. 

Noli’s Albanian translations of liturgical texts, used today in Albania and in the United 
States, are the only ones that exist. Even the recent liturgical publications of the 
Orthodox Church in Albania are mere adaptations of Noli’s original translations. His 
English publications of the Liturgy and the New Testament are still used by most of the 
Albanian Orthodox Churches in the United States and in some other parishes in 
different jurisdictions. 

While there is a large bibliography regarding Noli’s life and secular works, it is nearly 
impossible to find even one work pertaining to his religious publications in either 
Albanian or English. Furthermore, there is no work about Noli as a Metropolitan and 
leader of the Church in Albania and in the United States. There are several reasons for 
this gap in Noli’s bibliography. 

1. After World War II, Albania was governed by a Communist regime that discouraged 
all references to religion, including the sacred texts of all the religions practiced in the 
country. Metropolitan Noli’s secular works, however, were taught in the Albanian 
schools during the dictatorship (1945 – 1991) and he was considered by the regime as 
a forerunner of Communism in Albania; during this period very few Albanians knew that 
he was a bishop. Furthermore, in 1967, Enver Hoxha’s government forbade religion by 
law. Consequently, up to the 1990s, Albania did not have any works on Noli’s liturgical 
translations or his ecclesiastic career. 

2. While in Albania it was impossible to produce any work in this area, there was not the 
same degree of censorship of religious publications in Kosova. However, liturgical 
translations are a very specific field of scholarship and no Kosovar author had an 
interest or the background to deal with them. Most importantly, Kosova does not have 
an Albanian Orthodox community. Also I do not know of any studies of Noli’s liturgical 
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translations by Albanian authors in Macedonia, which most likely shared a similar 
situation with Kosova. 

3. Another reason for this bibliographical gap is the current situation in Albania. For 
nearly fifty years under the communist dictatorship, there were no Religious Studies in 
Albania; and for twenty-four years, there was not even a Sunday school. As a result, 
contemporary Albanian authors are not able to understand liturgical texts, or read 
liturgical Greek and Byzantine Music, and do not have the religious background with 
which to approach Noli’s translations, in either Albanian or English. 

Most Albanian authors avoid mentioning Noli’s liturgical translations which they 
associate with “religion and its stereotypes,” a subject not worthy of scholarly attention. 
This attitude is supported by the general ridicule in Albania of the idea of Noli, a man 
who “did not believe in God,” being a bishop; the influence of Socialist Realism, as an 
institutional ideology on Albanian cultural and literary life for almost fifty years, which is 
is still alive today… 

4. One of the few theologians to survive the dictatorship in Albania was the late Greek-
Albanian Dhimitër Beduli, and he was the only scholar with the theological and liturgical 
background to read Metropolitan Noli’s ecclesiastical work. He started to publish a 
critical study of Noli’s liturgical translations in the early 1990s from the Orthodox point of 
view. But Beduli was accused by Albanian nationalists of denigrating Noli’s work and his 
publication was stopped. 

It is difficult to speak objectively in Albania, or in Albanian, about Noli’s life and work. 
Many have glorified him as an anti-Greek hero and a great man of history and of letters, 
a man whom no Albanian would criticize, unless “they have been paid by the Greeks.”  
In the case of the late Beduli, this would be factually true, though he was being paid for 
his theological assistance to the Greek Archbishop Anastasios, not for writing articles 
against Metropolitan Noli. 

5. The Albanian Orthodox Church itself has never encouraged research about Noli’s 
ecclesiastical career. The largest Albanian Orthodox community outside of Albania is 
the Albanian Archdiocese in America, under the jurisdiction of the Orthodox Church in 
America (OCA), where Noli’s English and Albanian liturgical translations are in use. The 
Albanian Archdiocese is run by a single family in a business fashion: Bishop Nikon 
Liolin and Chancelor Fr. Arthur Liolin, both men without theological studies or 
intellectual curiosities. 

Bishop Nikon, a light reader and a heavy smoker who speaks no word in Albanian or 
Greek, does not have to explain why Noli’s translations should be used in Church… The 
elder brother, Fr. Arthur, who speaks some Albanian but does not read Greek, believes 
that Noli’s English translations should be used in all Albanian parishes in the United 
States.1 This is a response to those Albanian parishes that have hired non-Albanian 

                                                           
1 Personal interview with Fr. Arthur Liolin, Boston MA, May 9, 2000. 
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priests, mostly OCA converts who have found easy employment without professional 
standards and who prefer to use other English translations. 

6. There is a well-known Albanian Community of Byzantine rite in Southern Italy, the 
Arbëresh or Greco-Albanese. A strong spiritual connection links the Greek Catholic 
Albanians of Italy with other Albanians worldwide and the original texts used for worship 
by them and by the Albanian Christian Orthodox are the same. Yet, Arbëresh authors 
make very few and obscure references to the subject of Noli.2 

7. A negative factor is the attack on Noli by contemporary Greek authors writing about 
Albania. They approach Metropolitan Noli with the same confrontational attitude that the 
Greek Church had towards Noli in the 1920s. 

Professor Apostolos Glavinas of the University of Thesssaloniki is the only Greek 
scholar who provided any source material for those interested to finding Greek 
references to the Orthodox Church of Albania.3 He did the only significant research on 
the history of the Albanian Church, yet from a narrow point of view. He describes Noli at 
best as “an adventurer” and he states that “The Orthodox Albanians did not have the 
right to be separated from the Patriarchate and proclaim their Church as 
Autocephalous.”4 The traditionalist Greek professor condemns Metropolitan Noli 
because he worked for the “nationalisation” of the Orthodox Church in Albania. 
Glavinas, who does not read any Albanian, disavows Noli’s translations because he 
replaced Greek words with Albanian or foreign ones.5 

8. The Archbishop of Albania Anastasios Yannoulatos, a former Greek Professor of the 
University of Athens who was sent to Tirana by the Ecumenical Patriarchate of 
Constantinople to become the Primate of the Albanian Church, does not allow any 
research on Metropolitan Noli’s work, since he is considered an enemy of the 
Patriarchate and of the Church of Greece. Therefore any author working under 
Archbishop Anastasios’ jurisdiction (or under his political and, especially, financial 
influence) cannot express views about Noli that are contrary to those held by the Greek 
Church. 

I believe that this bibliographical vacuum regarding Metropolitan Fan Noli’s 
ecclesiastical work has a political ground, which is what has motivated me to write this 
paper. The empty Albanian “fanolism” and nationalism on the one hand, and the anti-

                                                           
2 Giussepe Ferrare “La Chiesa Ortodossa Albanese,” Oriente Christiano, Rome,  XVIII (4) 1978; Peshkop 
Lefter Fortino, “Fan Noli dhe trashigimi arbëresh i Liturgjisë së Shenjtë të Joan Gojartit,” Flamurtari i 
kombit, 1982, p. 34. 
 
3 Γλαβίνα Αποστόλου, Η Ορθόδοξη Αυτοκέφαλη Εκκλησία της Αλβανίας, Θεσσαλονίκη, 1998, Δ’ έκδοση. 
The 4th revised edition of Apostolos Glavinas’ book has been translated from Katharevousa to Demotic. 
 
4 Ibid. p.53. 
 
5 Ibid. p.32. 
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Albanian Greek campaign, on the other, are the main obstacles to approaching Noli’s 
church contribution with an objective eye. 

Metropolitan Noli’s liturgical translations in Albanian and English are worth reading for 
the first time as a source of his ideology. He has influenced the political, religious and 
the intellectual life in Albania as few other men have in Albanian history. Nevertheless 
this does not prevent us from viewing Fan S. Noli in his human dimensions… 
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2. Biographical notes on Noli’s liturgical background   

The questions pertaining to Metropolitan Noli’s liturgical background are: When did he 
learn Albanian, English, liturgical Greek and Byzantine Music? Did he study theology? 
Was Noli trained as a translator? The answer to these questions will give a better 
understanding of his work as a translator of the Liturgy into both Albanian and English. 

As for his early life Metropolitan Noli establishes a very simple narrative in his 
autobiography: “Fan Stylian Noli was born in Ibrik Tepe (Kuteza), an Albanian 
settlement south of Adrianople in Eastern Thrace, European Turkey on January 6, 
1882. […] Theofan, his given name, grew up in a family with strong Albanian traditions 
and customs as well as with a Christian Orthodox spirituality. Albanian was his only 
language until he attended school; his primary and high school education was in Greek. 
The Gymnasium of Adrianople where he studied specialized in training young men to 
become teachers and cantors. Here Noli became familiar with the liturgical rite of the 
Greek Orthodox Church. In addition, he studied Byzantine Music, which he had been 
learning from his early childhood, from his father, using the Greek text both for practice 
and notation.”6  

Noli became fully educated in Greek, both modern and classical, and in ecclesiastical 
studies in general, but not in theology itself. 

In 1901, he left for Constantinople7 and then to Athens, intending to study literature, 
although in the end, he was not able to study at the University of Athens.8 He first 
worked for a Belgian trolley company, then as a copyist for a playwright and a theatrical 
company, and later on as a prompter and actor traveling with different theatrical 
companies from 1901 – 1903. 

During 1903-1904, he published in Greek his first essays in the newspaper Noumas, 
using his legal name Theofanis Mavromatis. One of his articles on the Greek language 
was written from a very Greek prospective… Metropolitan Noli does not disclose in his 
autobiography those painful memories of confusion and identity crisis, when Theofanis 
Mavromatis struggled to become Fan Noli. 

                                                           
6 Fan Noli, Biographical Sketch, p. 49. Noli does not say anything in his autobiography about his initial 
official name Theofanis Mavromatis. Noli was his actual family name, according to his memoirs. Later, 
Noli will drop Mavromatis after he left Greece. Theofan would remain for the Church. However in his late 
years he will sign letters to his siblings as Theofanis... 
 
7 This period is contradictory because in his autobiography Noli describes his adventures in 
Constantinople, where he hardly ever found room and board and the ticket to travel to Athens, but in his 
Harvard application Noli adds that he studied at the “Royal Italian School, Constantinople 1900 – 1901.” 
See Efthim Dodona, Noli i Panjohur, p. 20. 
 
8 Most of Noli’s biographers mention that he was enrolled at the School of Philology at the University of 
Athens but neither Noli himself nor any other documentation shows this. I personally did research at the 
archives of the University of Athens, researching the period of Noli’s stay in Greece, but I did not find any 
relevant reference. 
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Mr. Mavromatis wrote in Demotic and not in Katharevousa, which shows his progressive 
ideological views about the form of language that he would use for the public for which 
he made his future translations in Albanian. 

From 1903 – 1906 he worked as a teacher and chanter in Greek communities in Egypt. 
During these years Noli had the opportunity to perfect his skills in Byzantine Music9 
which is an important detail about his musical skills as a translator of the Liturgy. 

Furthemore, in Egypt he met Albanian nationalists who encouraged him to move to the 
United States of America. Only in Egypt did Noli learn about what was going on in the 
Albanian world, both in politics and letters, because he had the chance to read all the 
existing publications in the Albanian language for the first time. His interests and 
passions shifted totally. A stranger without a homeland, a polyglot without a mother 
tongue had discovered a nation for himself… 

In 1906, he arrived in New York by using a fake passport under the name of 
the Albanian teacher and author Petro Luarasi. The twenty-four year old immigrant who 
had a strong background in Greek, Albanian, French, Turkish and other languages, and 
work experience mostly in teaching, Byzantine Music and theater, first worked as a 
factory worker in Buffalo. 

Later, he became deputy editor of the Boston Albanian newspaper Kombi (The Nation). 
This is an important period of his life because Noli at this time learned how to write 
Albanian.10 He had read Albanian literature in Egypt, but now he began to translate and 
write original works in Albanian, including poetry. 

With this stage in his life, we have a complete background to all of Noli’s work as a 
translator of Liturgy into Albanian: Greek and Albanian languages, Byzantine Music, 
literary and poetic talent, previous experience in translation and writing. His future 
studies and activities will have no further effect on our subject, except for his command 
of English, which Noli did not have that time, but would perfect during his studies at 
Harvard University. 

In 1908, he was ordained a priest by the Russian Archbishop of New York, Platon, as a 
celibate, although before ordination he was thinking of being ordained as a married 
priest. He wrote many letters and asked from his friends and Albanian communities in 
Egypt and Romania to find and send to America a “rich woman” as his future priftëreshë 

                                                           
9 “He had obtained a thorough training in Byzantine chanting, which was to be most helpful to him later 
on,” Fan Noli, Biographical Sketch, p 96. 

10 Fan Noli, “Këshilla për shkrimtarët e rinj” (Suggestions to young authors), Vepra 5, p.284. 
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(priest’s wife), until he met Archbishop Platon and made the decision to be a bishop, 
which in Orthodox Church requires the candidate to be a non married priest.11 

Noli entered the clergy not as a theologian but as an Orthodox intellectual with 
interdisciplinary formation, boldness, ambition and vision. Fr Theofan was professionally 
comfortable with his liturgical duties: Byzantine Music, literature, acting and languages 
were his strongest attributes. Although he was not a gifted pastor, the young priest was 
a talented public speaker. Especially in his days being an orator was a condition for 
being a politician and church leader. He had learned the skills of speaking to an 
audience from his earlier life and had a popular approach in his preaching, full of literary 
and cultural references. He contemplated and lived the priesthood as a “transition” 
period… 

His ordination to the priesthood became a starting point, and Noli began his significant 
work in the history of Albania with his monumental translations of the Liturgy into 
Albanian. 

He began to organize an Albanian Orthodox Church in America under the jurisdiction 
and the protection of Russian Church. That same year he enrolled at Harvard University 
to study literature. It was during his studies at Harvard, while he was serving as a priest 
for Albanian immigrants, that he translated and published his first set of liturgical 
translations into Albanian and edited the newspaper Dielli (The Sun). 

Furthermore, in 1912, together with Faik Bey Konitza,12 he founded the pan-Albanian 
Federation Vatra (The Hearth), which was destined to become the most significant 
Albanian organization in America, with strong influence on the political landscape for the 
new Albanian state back in the homeland. 

During 1908-1912, Fan Noli became famous among Albanians as a gifted intellectual, a 
talented writer and translator, and a Community leader. Very quickly he became 
indispensable part of an emerging Albanian national literature. 

His multidimensional personality and genuine national contribution were stronger than 
all those patriotic voices questioning his Albanianness by referring to his enigmatic 
cultural background. With hard work, discipline and dedication Fan Noli imposed himself 
in the Albanian world. This was the most productive period of his life. 

                                                           
11 “Are you married? – He [Archbishop Platon] asked me. No, – I told him. That’s better, – he said, – 
because in this way you will be able to be Bishop one day in Albania,” “Letter to Thanas Tashko,” Boston, 
Mass, July 16, 1906, cited from Fan S. Noli, Vepra 6, 1996, p. 341 (translated from the original in 
Albanian). 
12 Faik Konitza (Konica) (1875-1942). Political figure, publicist and publisher. He was born in Konitsa of 
Greece and was educated in Dijon, France, and Harvard. Konica had a tremendous impact on Albanian 
culture at that time. His periodical Albania, written in Albanian and French, helped create the Albanian 
cause in Europe and fortified the Albanian movement. See: Robert Elsie, Dictionary of Albanian 
Literature, 1986, p.79. 
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In 1915, after graduating from Harvard and visiting Albania and Albanian communities in 
Romania, Bulgaria and Russia for the first time, Noli founded the periodical Adriatic 
Review. In 1919, Archimandrite Theofan was elected bishop by the Russian Synod but 
was not ordained, because of the strong reaction against this decision from the Greek 
Church. 

In 1920, Noli, who called himself “Bishop Fan Noli,”13 even though he was not ordained 
into episcopacy, headed the Albanian delegation to Geneva and was successful in 
having Albania admitted to the League of Nations. From Geneva he returned in Albania 
to represent Vatra to the parliament in Tirana. 

The scandal of self-ordination to episcopacy, especially by mobilising his Albanian flock 
in America to “consecrate” him, demonstrates Noli’s lack of both theological studies and 
ecclesiastical phronema. He was not interested in theology and this is the biggest 
problem in his liturgical translations. However, Archimandrite Theofan enjoyed church 
independence and was not defrocked by the Russian Church. 

In 1922, Noli became Minister of Foreign Affairs and on the same year the first Albanian 
Orthodox Congress was held in Berat of central Albania. The Congress proclaimed the 
independence of the local Church and established the “National Autocephalous 
Orthodox Church of Albania.” Noli was absent but the shadow of his self-ordination was 
there… 

An administrative council was elected, preparing the way for a local synod of bishops, 
and the first Constitution of the Church was approved. The Albanian Orthodox 
representatives, clergy and laity, discussed the needs for a better and complete canon 
of Liturgy in Albanian. Noli’s liturgical translations on Article 13 of the Constitution were 
received as “temporary.” It was another word for condemnation. 

The course of history changed, when in 1923, Noli was ordained canonically into 
episcopacy and was named Metropolitan of Durrës and Tirana. Thus, His Eminence 
Theofan became the first de facto Primate of the national Orthodox Church in Albania, 
but without the blessing of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. Nevertheless, the patriarchal 
hierarchs who ordained him, were not disciplined by Constantinople, and the new 
Bishop together with the first local synod in Albania did not face canonical charges. 

In 1924, Noli became Prime Minister of Albania, leading a “democratic” government that 
had taken power by force, compelling the feudal Prime Minister Ahmet Bey Zogu to flee 
to Serbia. After six months, with the overthrow of his government by Zogu’s forces, Noli 
left Albania forever, having lived there for about four years only. Zogu, who became 
                                                           
13 In 1921 Noli published his most popular book in Albanian, a panegyric history of national hero of 
Albania, Skanderbeg (Skënderbeu in standard Albanian) signed as “Peshkop Fan Noli,” although he had 
only been elected as bishop, but not ordained, and was only a priest Archimandrite or self-ordained 
Bishop, after his ‘romance’ with the Russian Church ended without ordaining him. Using an episcopal title 
in his correspondence, articles and in Church was one of Noli’s great mistakes, which the Patriarchate 
took advantage of to stigmatize him as a “self-ordained” bishop, even after he was canonically ordained 
bishop in 1923. 
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King Zog I of Albania in 1928, passed a death sentence in absentia on the “rebel 
Bishop.” 

During his short presence in Albania, Noli’s life and activity was mostly political and 
cultural. He invested further into becoming a national figure in a predominately Muslim 
country. The Harvard graduate viewed himself as an outsider and enlightener of a 
backward Albanian nation, and this was his strongest “missionary” passion. He 
experienced the church activity as part of this universal role among Albanians. 

The providence would consume his life and many talents for a nation in darkness… The 
best evidence is his fine translations of world literature into Albanian: 
Shakespeare, Cervantes, Edgar Allan Poe, Omar Khayyam and others. There is also 
politics and public discourse in a popular language. For a genius like Noli, the Church 
was so small… 

While in Albania, Noli found time to translate Persian poetry but he did not work on 
improving or completing his liturgical translations. Yet he tried to reform the Byzantine 
Church music by bringing to Albania a Russian choir, for which he expresses sentiment 
and pride in his autobiography. 

Reading his life and work in impartiality, it can be said that Noli’s canonical ordination 
was his only ecclesiastical achievement during his four years in Albania. Contrary to the 
truth, the Albanian nationalist propaganda anointed him as the founder of the 
Autocephalous Orthodox Church of Albania, when in fact he was not even present in 
the Congress of Berat. He was born for greater things… 

In 1932, the former Metropolitan of Dyrrachium returned to the United States after 
spending eight years in Europe, mostly in Germany, waiting for an American visa and 
translating and publishing world literature in Albanian. Neither Noli nor his biographers 
give us any information about his life during these years of political exile. From the 
views of the bibliographical references, this is the gloomiest period of his life. Yet one 
thing was proved sufficiently true: A great man had no homeland. 

As Primate of the Albanian Orthodox Church in America — a title which Noli himself 
invented — but considered an “uncanonical Bishop” by the Greek Church and by many 
Albanians,14 he experienced isolation and persecution by Zog’s regime and his spies 
among the Albanians in America. 

Metropolitan Noli became very ill and was abandoned by his parishes, by many of his 
friends and by the Orthodox Church of Albania. In this extreme loneliness, from his 
hospital bed, Fan Noli sought help from many directions. The only one to hear his voice 

                                                           
14 It is surprising how Albanian politicians were using the terminology of Greek propaganda to express 
their loyalty to the King Zog and his benefits. See, “Djalli me maskë peshkopi” (The Devil with Bishop’s 
mask) Dielli, November 11, 1932, cited from Mimoza Nano, Fan Noli – Bibliografi (Me anotacion), 
Universiteti i Tiranës, Fakulteti Histori-Filologji, Tiranë 1980, p.102. 
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was Ahmet Zogu; the “compassionate” Muslim King paid all his enemy’s medical bills 
and saved him from death. 

In 1935, at the age of fifty-three, Noli went to study music at the New England 
Conservatory in Boston and the following year he published Hymnore, a musical book 
with settings of the Liturgy in Albanian. Although he was a musician, Noli wanted to 
perfect his skills in composition. This is the only effort that Metropolitan Noli made to be 
trained as a professional translator of Liturgy, because he had difficulty setting to music 
his future translations into English. If Metropolitan Noli had made the same effort to be 
trained in theology or philology, his liturgical translations would have been much 
different in both languages. 

When Italy occupied Albania in 1939, King Zog abandoned the country to save his life 
and asked Noli to become Prime Minister of his government in exile. But the antiroyalist 
politician rejected the offer. At this moment of history the two most famous Albanians 
had more than one thing in common: A self-bestowed King and a self-bestowed Primate 
were both in exile… 

After the graduation from the Conservatory (1938), Noli started his second period of 
Albanian liturgical translations (1941-1952). This happened while he was pursuing 
graduate studies for a PhD dissertation at Boston University in history, writing a thesis 
on the national hero of Albania, Skanderbeg. 

Taking advantage of Noli’s political weakness as not being universally accepted by all 
Albanians in America, the Ecumenical Patriarchate undertook a campaign against “so-
called Bishop Noli” by ordaining a young Albanian as the “canonical Bishop of the 
Albanians in America.” This was a real threat, but Noli managed to keep control of most 
of his parishes. 

This political division among Albanians after the Second World War provided an 
opening for the Ecumenical Patriarch to establish the Albanian Diocese in America 
under Bishop Mark Lipe, as a rival to the Albanian Orthodox Church in America under 
Metropolitan Fan Noli. Another negative affecting Noli’s power was the fact that the 
Greek Archbishop Athenagoras, later to become the Ecumenical Patriarch, was himself 
of Albanian background, and thus was able to celebrate and preach among the 
Albanian parishes in America in their own language. 

Metropolitan Noli supported the recognition of the communist government in Albania, 
but he did not agree to return to Albania at Enver Hoxha’s invitation before the first 
communist elections in 1945. In 1963, however, when Noli wanted to visit Albania, he 
was not accepted by the communist regime.15 

                                                           
15 This information was unknown until 1997, when Behar Shtylla, the former Foreign Minister of Enver 
Hoxha’s government in 1963, published his book (Fan Noli, siç e kam njohur, p.157, Tiranë, Dituria 1997) 
with his memories from the contacts he had with Metropolitan Noli, when he was representative of 
Albania at the United Nations and as a Foreign Minister. 
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Nevertheless, the Socialist Realism doctrine included him into the canon of national 
literature and established a mythical profile of Fan S. Noli. The “Democratic” Revolution 
of 1924, his popular History of Skanderbeg, the anti-feudal and anti-royal rhyming 
poems, the brilliant translations of classic world literature, the plethoric writings on 
literary criticism and political analysis were exceedingly sufficient to undo his religious 
profile and impose oblivion on his most voluminous works: The Orthodox liturgical 
publications. 

Contemplating his rising cult in the history of Albania, Metropolitan Noli was well 
pleased to dedicate the last period of his life to translating the Liturgy, the New 
Testament and the Psalms into English. (1949-1964) 

He died peacefully in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, on March 13, 1965 at the age of eighty-
three, a few days after his successor, Fr. Stefan Lasko, was sent by him to Albania to 
be ordained into the episcopacy. 
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3. NOLI’S LITURGICAL TRANSLATIONS INTO ALBANIAN  

During Ottoman rule (late 16th century up to early 20th century), the liturgical language 
of the Orthodox Church in Albania was Greek, according to an agreement between the 
Ottoman government and the Greek Patriarchate of Constantinople. The Orthodox 
population was mainly in the South and Greek influence upon the Orthodox Albanians 
was very strong, since Greek schools and the Byzantine rite’s churches were the only 
educational institution in the area. 

Albanian Orthodox clergy or laity who made efforts to teach Albanian or use it in 
worship were excommunicated by the Church, and some of them were killed.16 The 
local authorities, mostly Albanian Muslims, were ruthless to execute the government’s 
orders and keep the multiethnic Orthodox population under the Greek rule. 

With the start of the 20th century, the Albanians, and especially the Albanian colonies 
outside of Albania, began to coordinate their efforts to gain the independence of their 
country from the Turks, which was achieved only in 1912. They realized, though, that it 
was impossible to be independent while at the same time having foreign religious 
leaders, and consequently foreign influences, for the three religions of Albania 
are Islam, Orthodoxy and Catholicism. 

Many Albanian politicians were confused and suggested that Albanians should be 
united by embracing one common faith instead of being divided in three religions. And 
the proposed “national religion” was randomly selected by each patriotic preacher’s 
inherited or chosen faith: Islam, Catholicism or Protestantism. The Albanian Muslims 
were and are very flexible on changing religion according to their own interests. The 
famous sentence of the Albanian nationalist doctrine is even louder: “The religion of the 
Albanian is the Albanianness.” 

Nevertheless, no Albanian Orthodox ever suggested the conversion of all Albanians into 
the Eastern Orthodox Church. Furthermore one of them, the young Fan Noli, opposed 
these opinions and supported the most pragmatic idea of “Albanizing” the present 
religions of the country by electing Albanian leaders and using Albanian in worship.17 

The idea of having an independent Albanian Orthodox Church was not new in Noli’s 
days, but he was keen to become the central figure of this movement in the United 
States. When the Albanian Orthodox of America decided to ask the Russian Church to 

                                                           
16 Edwin E. Jacques, ‘Christian Albania, the Turks and Islamization’, The Albanians – An Ethnic history 
from Prehistoric Times to the Present, Jefferson 1995, p.284. 

17 Fan Noli, “Kombit Shqiptar” (To Albanian nation), Dielli, March 28, 1908, cited from Fan S. Noli, Vepra 2 
(Articles 1905-25), Akademia e Shkencave e RPS të Shqipërisë, Tiranë 1987, p. 146-49. 
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ordain an Albanian priest for their pastoral needs, Noli insisted that he was the persona 
grata to undertake this position. He defeated the other candidates and blocked the 
process of bringing to North America other Albanian speaking clergymen. 

Noli knew what he was doing: “…I concluded that the best way for propaganda here is 
through the religion because one of the obstacles for our cause is the fanaticism that 
has been planted by the clergy and, since the fanaticism has been planted by the 
clergymen, should be reaped and rooted out by clergymen, with the difference that 
these priests should be Albanian Orthodox.”18  

I want to emphasize, though, that Noli was not an atheist, as many Albanian and Greek 
scholars contend. But he was definitely not the traditional model of the Orthodox 
clergyman. His only passion during those years was Albania, and he was ready to do 
anything, even though he did not feel a calling to priesthood. But as a priest Fan Noli 
had the opportunity to preach and organize more effectively the Albanians in America 
who were mostly Orthodox Christians from southern Albania. 

In his late 20s, Noli was dreaming of planting this Church of the Albanian Diaspora in 
his homeland and of being the first Albanian Archbishop.19 In addition, Noli concluded 
that only as a priest would he have the financial means to study literature at Harvard, 
which he had not been able to do at the University of Athens.20 

 

FIRST PERIOD OF LITURGICAL TRANSLATIONS: 1908-1914 

It was in 1908 that Noli was ordained,  and, as a condition for having an Albanian 
Orthodox Mission under his jurisdiction, was asked by the Russian Archbishop to 
present for approval a printed Service Book in Albanian. 

This put Noli into a difficult position because it was hard for him to start this monumental 
work of liturgical translations by himself. He asked the help of Greek-educated Albanian 
philologists and theologians but no one was to be found in America, and even though 
he announced his request in the Albanian press, there were no positive responses from 
Albania or the Albanian communities abroad. Some other Orthodox Albanians were not 
opposing the translation in theory, but they had the same hesitations as today in 
Greece, where some theologians are waiting for a second St John Chrysostom to 

                                                           
18 Fan Noli, “Letter to the President of the ‘Bashkimi’ (Unity) association,” February 2nd, 1907, cited from 
Vepra 6, p. 336 (translated from the original in Albanian). 

19 After his ordination Noli wrote very often that “the Albanian Church in America will be planted later on in 
Albania.” See, Fan Noli, “Kombit Shqiptar,” Dielli, March 28, 1908. 

20 For the financial problems that Noli was facing during his first two years in America there are references 
in many of his letters of that time. See “Letter to Thanas Tashko,” Boston, Mass, July 16, 1906, cited from 
Fan S. Noli, Vepra 6, 1996, p. 341. 
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translate the Liturgy into Modern Greek… Having no other solutions, Fr. Theofan began 
the translation into Albanian by himself. 

When Noli decided to translate the Liturgy, he did not look to any previous work in the 
field. In actuality, there were no liturgical printed translations in Albanian and I doubt if 
he had the opportunity to see any manuscripts of fragmentary previous works. 
Furthermore, Noli does not mention anywhere the first printed translation of the New 
Testament into Albanian, published in 1827 by Archbishop Gregorios Argyrokastrites. 
But he knew very well Kostandin Kristoforidhi’s translations of the New Testament and 
some books of the Old Testament.21  

It is very important to see Noli’s initial ideological agenda in his translations, comparing 
his works with those of Kristoforidhi, because his biblical translations were the basis of 
the existing Orthodox liturgical terminology in Albanian. Kristoforidhi was a very 
challenging figure for Noli as a translator of Liturgy. 

Kristoforidhi had absolute authority in Albanian letters and especially in Orthodox 
terminology, which was created through his translations into Tosk, the Albanian dialect 
of southern Albania. Most Orthodox Albanians spoke Tosk, which was Noli’s language 
as well and would be the language of his translations and his works in general in his 
Albanian publications. Although Noli admired Kristoforidhi’s New Testament translation 
into Tosk, he would not accept his works as modern patterns in his new school of 
translations into Albanian. This was very daring, and after his liturgical publications were 
issued, Albanian scholars attacked Noli because he did not follow Kristoforidhi’s way of 
translating certain Greek terms. 

For instance, a Greek philology graduate, Aleksandër Xhuvani, criticized Noli for not 
agreeing  to the translation of the Greek term mysterion into Albanian, as mister for both 
meanings mystery and sacrament. Noli used mister for mystery, but sakrament for 
sacrament, supporting his opinion according to the meanings that this Greek word has 
in French. But Xhuvani insists that “since I know Greek there is no way to ‘suffer’ and 
explain it through French and other languages.” Although Xhuvani’s article has a purist 
spirit for the most part, in this case Noli was proved wrong.22 

Noli and Kristoforidhi had different backgrounds, decidedly different ideological 
influences, different conditions for their work and a different reception for their 
publications in Albania. Kristoforidhi was born in Elbasan, in central Albania, where the 

                                                           
21 Kostandin Nelko Kristoforidhi (1830-1895). Translator and linguist. He was educated in Zosimea 
Ioanninon, Greece, and Malta. Translated the New Testament and many books of Old Testament in two 
dialects of Albanian. Kristoforidhi is as well author of children’s works. In  addition he wrote Γραμματική 
της Αλβανικής Γλώσσης and Λεξικό της Αλβανικής Γλώσσης, which is regarded as one of the best 
dictionaries of the Albanian language until recent times. See: Robert Elsie, Dictionary of Albanian 
Literature, 1986, p.82. 
 
22 Aleksandër Xhuvani, “Puna e fjalës mysterion,” Shkrepëtima, March 5 1911. However today there is 
some tendency to use the word “sakrament” (or as an adjective “sakramental”), instead of “mister,” in the 
Orthodox terminology, especially on the part of English-educated Albanian theologians. 
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two main dialects of Albanian (Gheg and Tosk) meet. He was also well known as a 
linguist of the Albanian language who had studied in several countries and was 
professionally prepared for his translations. Fan Noli was not born in Albania and he 
knew only his forefathers’ sub-dialect of Tosk, which he only spoke and was trying to 
learn to write, just a few years before he made his liturgical translations. 

Kristoforidhi worked for many years on his translations and he had the support of the 
British Biblical Society for his publications. Noli translated the church services and the 
hymns in a very short period of time, during his years of studying literature at Harvard 
University, without professional training. The only support that Noli had was by Albanian 
patriots in Albanian colonies outside Albania, who were convinced by Noli’s speeches 
that these books should be published for the salvation of the nation and must be 
published as soon as possible, “regardless of their quality.”23 

Kostandin Kristoforidhi came from one generation older than Noli, which meant that his 
views about the language were strictly purist and his purpose was to create a national 
language, taking out the Greek and other foreign words. Kristoforidhi’s purpose was to 
translate the Bible writing in two dialects of Albanian, giving to the Albanians the 
impression that Gheg and Tosk are not that different and should be united in one 
national language. Kristoforidhi worked hard to prove with his translations that the 
Albanian language has the potential to express all modern terminology without 
borrowing foreign words. 

Kristoforidhi used the Greek alphabet for the Tosk publications and the Latin alphabet 
for Gheg. But Noli had a different ideology about the standardization of Albanian. He 
wanted to make Tosk a literary language for all Albanians, enriching it with new modern 
terms from other western languages, thus removing many purist words from 
Krisroforidhi’s tradition, and using only the Latin alphabet. Noli used Gheg only in a 
satirical political poem and in some official documents during his tenure as Prime 
Minister, which were most likely written by his secretary with Noli’s signature. 

Last and not least, although Kristoforidhi was Orthodox, he was a layman working for a 
Protestant organization and not a priest of the organized church. He did not have the 
pressure of time and had greater independence to act according to his beliefs. Noli was 
not a layman but a priest under the Russian Orthodox jurisdiction. He did not have the 
luxury of waiting, studying, and perfecting his translations. These texts were the first 
step toward creating an Albanian Church in the United States, and the quality of the 
translations was a secondary matter. 

When Fr. Noli started his liturgical translations, he already had a good background with 
literary translations. In 1909 he spoke nine languages. But he had two serious problems 
to face. First, Noli had a cultural background in Liturgy and in Church practices, but not 
a theological one. As a Christian Orthodox, he had a good intuitive knowledge of church 
                                                           

23 “Letter to Thanas Tashko,” Boston, Mass, February 9, 1908, cited from Vepra 6, p.344-45. 
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issues, but that was not enough. Second, he did not have at that time a linguistic 
background in the Albanian language. This would have helped Noli to make a better 
translation of the liturgical terms in Albanian. Being a gifted poet though, he overcame 
most of these obstacles and created a literary tradition beyond his time. 

While many Albanians could not understand how a young priest would not accept 
Kristoforidhi’s authority in Albanian, Noli had a different view on his life: “I am 
Nietzsche’s partisan,” he used to write to his friends. Noli believed that he was chosen 
by God to be the Apostle of the Albanian nation. He had the feeling that he was born to 
liberate Albania and save it from the Greeks and the Turks. And everything was 
possible with “discipline of the mind” and especially with the obedience of the hoi polloi 
to the one “who is stronger in mind and in knowledge.”24 

It is surprising how Noli managed to translate all these texts while at the same time 
studying full time at Harvard. He was also the editor of Dielli, a weekly Albanian political 
newspaper, and the pastor of thousands Albanian Orthodox immigrants. Before his 
graduation he traveled in Europe to preach and prepare the way for an independent 
Albanian Church in the Albanian colonies in Romania, Russia etc. However, Noli’s 
ecclesiastical activity in these years was only part of his work in Albanian politics and 
letters. 

There are six books from this period, most of them dedicated to the Russian Archbishop 
Platon. The first book is a translation of the Holy Week services and hymns,25 and was 
translated very quickly to be in time for Easter. From this book, we see how Noli was 
struggling to create his personality in the Albanian world.  His language is full of sub-
dialectical forms, compared to the other five liturgical books of this period. His linguistic 
style is not consistent, the biblical readings are cited from Kristoforidhi, and he chose to 
use one of the many alphabets of that time.  A few months later, the Congress on the 
Albanian Alphabet was held in Macedonia. Fr. Noli adopted the new alphabet, although 

                                                           
24 Ali Baba Qyteza (one of Noli’s aliases), “Detyra e parë” (The first duty), Kombi, August 4, 1906, cited 
from Vepra 2, p.96-97. 
Furthermore, Noli’s psychology when he was reading Nietzsche, in his mid to late 20s, is disclosed in one 
of his letters to the Albanian activist, and his benefactor, Thanas Tashko, expressing a rare confessional 
character: “I am able to give courage to myself because I have sky, sun and light in my body. I am a son 
of God among his chosen sons. My mother told me the same thing. The night before she gave birth to 
Me, Myself, My Holiness, My Majesty, the Honor of Albania, she saw a terrible dream, as though she was 
giving birth to five people. When she would say this to me, I would tell her: “Yes, Mother! You gave birth 
not to five, but to a whole armed battalion.” From “Letter to Thanas Tashko,” Vepra 6, p.350 (Translated 
from the original Albanian). 

25 Shërbes’ e Javës së Madhe, kethyer nga grecishtja prej Priftit Orthodox Fan S. Noli, Boston, Mass, 
1908. Dhimitër Beduli, who briefly commented on Metropolitan Noli’s liturgical translations in Albanian, 
does not comment on the Holy Week Book, because he did not have the chance to see it (Dhimër Beduli, 
Gjuha shqipe në Kishë, p.16). 
The “Holy Week” book and all Noli’s liturgical, biblical and musical books can be accessed fully in our 
website: 
http://albanianorthodox.com/Noli/noli.html  

http://albanianorthodox.com/Noli/noli.html
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he did not agree with the decision reached by Albanian scholars representing both 
dialects. 

After the second publication (the Service Book), Noli made clear the purpose and the 
nature of his ecclesiastical work. He was not willing to undertake a full translation of the 
Liturgy and the Bible of the Orthodox Church into Albanian, a work which even today 
does not exist. The young priest sincerely promised his fellow Orthodox Albanians to 
provide them with the most important services in Albanian, as an indispensable tool for 
worship in their own language. In Noli’s notes for all these publications we see that the 
author is asking for financial support from the Albanians, without which he could not 
complete the project. 

Noli’s decision to publish these translations raised the question of providing the canon 
for the Albanian Liturgy. In the first period (1908 – 1914), Noli selected the most useful 
services and hymns, trying to give an exact translation from the Greek and reining in his 
tendency towards free translation. Instead of translating the whole Parakletike, he 
published a small Lutjesore, translating only the Sunday hymns (Saturday evening 
Vespers and Sunday morning Orthros), without shortening the hymns and the services. 
In such a way, Noli was helping the Albanians to have a full service on Sundays and the 
most common feasts of the liturgical year. 

If Noli had had an exclusively spiritual motivation, along with the necessary time, he 
would have also translated the daily hymns from the twelve-volume hymnological work, 
Menaia, and given the full translation of the Lenten Book, Triodion, and the Easter 
Pentikostarion. For the weekday services of the great feasts, Noli translated and 
published a one-volume anthology from Menaion, compiling thus a Festal Menaion in 
Albanian. And from Triodion and Pentikostarion he translated the Sunday services and 
the Holy Week services and hymns. 

While Noli was publishing the Service Book, he began to inform and activate the 
Albanian Orthodox inside and outside of Albania, asking them to send petitions to the 
Ecumenical Patriarchate for the independence of the Albanian Church, using the fact 
that the Liturgy had been translated by an Orthodox Albanian priest. But he also asked 
Albanian patriots to support the recognition of his translations by the Russian Church by 
sending letters to Archbishop Platon stating that the translations were accurate, whether 
they actually believed that to be true or not.26 

In these translations Noli enriched the language with foreign modern terms and created 
his literary style in Albanian. Noli was trying to create a literary Albanian language in 
keeping with the modern terminology of European languages. 

                                                           

26 “Letter to Zef Nosi,” Boston, Mass, June 30, 1908, cited from Vepra 6, p.351. 
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The philosophy of these translations ran counter to Noli’s will and talent. He was being 
challenged to provide literal translations, whereas his second liturgical translations 
(1941 – 1952) and all his future literary translations in Albanian were much more free. 

In these first translations, Noli had reason to give an exact meaning for the original 
Greek, thus sacrificing the musical setting of the text. It is very difficult in any language 
to balance the exact translation of the original hymns while keeping the originality of 
Byzantine chant. But in Noli’s case, his political intention was to induce the Orthodox 
Church to accept and recognize these books and not to erect obstacles to the 
movement for the independence of the Albanian Church. With this strategy he hoped 
that any negative reaction to his translations would be limited. 

This was his first series of liturgical publications. Before the work was complete, Noli 
had made it clear that he would fulfill his promises to his countrymen, giving them the 
most essential prayers in Albanian, before now dedicating himself to translations of 
world literature “for which the nation has such a great need.”27 

The reception of this period’s translations by many Albanian figures, including Faik Bey 
Konitza, the most prominent intellectual of Albanian letters at that time, was very warm: 
“The Church book that the Reverend Fan S. Noli will publish soon is only a translation; 
but what a translation it is! What a strong, coherent, edgy and lively language! Albanian 
literature would be right to dislike the Church who stole from us a writer gifted from birth, 
but fortunately, our friend, entering the Church did not leave letters behind.”28 

After this early literary review on Noli’s Service Book, more than three decades later 
Konitza will renew his support and admiration towards Fan Noli: “The use of Albanian in 
Liturgy is one of his [Noli’s] greatest achievements. The day on which he conducted his 
first Albanian Liturgy is a turning point in the history of the Albanian Renaissance. We 
cannot forget it and we cannot let others forget it.”29 

Other intellectuals were also enthusiastic, as we find in their later writings. The most 
well known Albanian poet Lasgush Poradeci (Llazar Gusho) wrote on how warmly 
received was Noli’s Service Book by the Albanian Orthodox Community in Romania. 
The master of Albanian poetics, who had no admiration on Noli’s poetry, rendered 
mastery to Noli’s liturgical translations.30 

                                                           
27 Librë e Shërbesave të Shënta të Kishës Orthodoxe, kthyer nga gërqishtja prej Priftit Orthodox Fan S. 
Noli, Boston, Mass, 1909, p.7. 
 
28 Faik Bey Konitza, Albania, Nr.5, 1908, cited in Efthim Dodona, Noli i Panjohur, p.70 (translated from the 
original in Albanian). 

29 Faik Konitza, cited in Metropolitan Fan S. Noli, Fiftieth Anniversary of the Albanian Orthodox Church in 
America, Boston, Mass, 1960, p.142. 

30 “Vepërimi Kombëtar i Shqiptarëve të Rumanisë me Kryqëndër Kolloninë e Bukureshtit,” November 13, 
1931, cited from Poradeci’s collected works, Vepra 2, Tiranë, 1999, p.230. 
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Also the poet and literary critic, Mitrush Kuteli (Dhimitër Pasko), praised Noli’s first 
liturgical translations while writing an essay on Noli’s poetry in 1943: “His Eminence 
Theofan not only created the first instrument which opened the way toward the Church 
Autocephaly, but he shaped the Albanian terminology for the Orthodox Church. These 
translations are today, and will be for a long time, the books of the holy services of our 
Church.”31 

These words turned out to be very prophetic… In fact, Kuteli’s words are the best on 
describing Noli’s contribution in the history of the Albanian Church. 

The reception of these works had historical importance because they were the first 
liturgical translations into Albanian, and without those books it was impossible to assert 
the independence of the Orthodox Albanians from the Greek Church. However, while 
the Albanian style of Noli’s translations satisfied those who were working for a literary 
Albanian distanced from Greek linguistic influence, the theological nuances in the texts 
escaped their attention. 

But it were these theological details that troubled some Albanian educated clergymen 
and Orthodox lay intellectuals. Furthermore the canon was not complete. The first two 
Albanian Orthodox Statutes (1923 and 1929) expressed concerns rather than approval 
on Noli’s translations. Both Statutes admitted that there were no other liturgical books in 
Albanian and delegated the issue to the Synod of Bishops for reviewing the existing 
translations and taking action “as soon as possible” on translating the Church books 
that did not exist in Albanian.32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
31 “Poeti Fan S. Noli – Vështrim panoramik,” Mall e Brengë, Tiranë 1943, cited from Fan S. Noli, Albumi, 
Boston, Mass, 1948, p.12. 

32 Article 13 of 1923 Statute, and article 8 of 1929 Statute. 
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4. SECOND PERIOD OF LITURGICAL TRANSLATIONS: 1941 – 1952 

Noli’s first translations were not hailed by the Albanian Orthodox Church, but were used 
and chanted in Albania and abroad as the only source of liturgical texts in Albanian. 
Regardless of the reserved ecclesiastical reception in theory, the utilitarian ethics of a 
national Church unintentionally traditionalized Noli’s translations. 

This indirect recognition for a period of three decades was unexpected, especially for 
the translator who had hoped and predicted otherwise. Noli had heralded his first 
translations as liturgical books for temporary use, wishing for the translators of the 
future to improve and complete his initial work. 

Ironically, his adversaries believed naively in liturgical translations of permanent use 
and qualities. On the other hand they could not reconcile themselves with the language 
reform in the Orthodox Church. Noli’s translations had exposed the divinity of the Liturgy 
and had broken the barrier between heaven and earth. The esthetic beauty of a ‘holy’ 
and distant language was sacrificed and thus the ritual was shaken. The pious Orthodox 
intellectuals felt compromised. Who could risk for new liturgical translations? 

The references of both the 1923 and 1929 Albanian Orthodox Statutes to review and 
edit Noli’s translations and continue the work of liturgical translations turned out to be 
empty promises: From 1923 to 1950, the year when the Communist government 
approved the new Statute of the Orthodox Autocephalous Church of Albania, the 
Albanian Church had accomplished only one liturgical translation of minor use… 

With the words of Dhimitër Beduli, who worked as a lay theologian for several 
generations for the Albanian Church, “this is the most negative aspect of the spiritual 
leaders of the Church during this period: With the income which they possessed from 
large properties of monasteries and churches, and with their theological capacity, they 
had the potential to continue the fine work of liturgical translations, which had started 
centuries ago, for the complete nationalization of our Church.”33 

While the Albanian hierarchy was possessed by perfectionism and negligence, on the 
opposite side Noli did not cease translating for the Albanians. Between 1914, when he 
published the last liturgical book of his first translation period, and 1941, when he 
published the first volume of the second translation period, Noli had published 14 other 
books, mainly translations of world literature,34 one literary history of Skanderbeg, and a 
musical liturgical book in Albanian with Russian settings and Western notation. 

                                                           
33 Dhimitër Beduli, Gjuha shqipe në Kishë, p.29. 
 
34 Shakespeare, Henrik Ibsen, Blasco Ibanez, Miguel de Cervantes and Omar Khayyam (based on the 
English translation of Rubaiyat by Edward Fitzgerald and E. H. Winfield.) 
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Beyond the inability of his contemporaries to advance the Albanian liturgical 
translations, Metropolitan Noli had two other reasons to retranslate and republish the 
Liturgy in Albanian. First, his liturgical canon in worship was not complete, because 
many important services were not translated during the first period. Second, he wanted 
to publish the Liturgy according to his own ideology, which was not possible during his 
early years as a new author and young priest. 

Now he was ecclesiastically and politically independent and his position in the Albanian 
community in America was very strong. In addition, in the 1940s, Noli had the same 
authority in Albanian letters as the most challenging Kostandin Kristoforidhi had had in 
the first period of his translations. 

The contents of Noli’s six books of the first period are included, but retranslated, and the 
quantity is approximately doubled in the three volumes of his second period of liturgical 
translations. 

It is surprising and disappointing that there is no apparent difference in linguistic style or 
liturgical terminology between the two periods of Noli’s translations. This shows that he 
intentionally ignored the evolution of Albanian language by maintaining his own 
language style, with dialectic, literary and personal nuances; the language of a mythical 
man in the history of Albania. He was the Forerunner… Furthermore his busy mind 
never thought deeply about the Liturgy. Noli did not read theology.35  

Nevertheless, it is visible in these three volumes that he worked very hard and was 
never satisfied with his previous work. Even the biblical passages are retranslated in his 
second liturgical publications, which represents a great deal of work that was not 
necessary. 

There are two obvious changes in this work. First, Noli translated the hymns more 
freely, achieving a perfect setting of the translated text within the Byzantine music, 
something that did not exist in the first period, since the translation of the text was the 
primary goal, rather than the musical setting. Noli’s second translations are truly 
musical. 

                                                           

35 From what has been published of Noli, we cannot find a single reference to Orthodox theology in his 
writings. In all his ecclesiastical work, Noli published only translations, even for the catechism that he 
published in both languages. There are several oral traditions among the Albanians in America about his 
attitude on this matter. When he was asked, “Why don’t you preach about God to the Albanians in your 
sermons?” (Apparently Noli always had interesting anecdotes—things to make people laugh and think 
about life, but he emphasized the universal values of morality and not Orthodox spirituality), Metropolitan 
Noli said: “To preach about God to the Albanians is like throwing a stone into the ocean.” But others say 
that he did not preach about religion not because Albanians were not interested on learning about their 
forefathers’ faith, but because he did not want to make dogmatic mistakes, since he had not studied 
theology. And nothing in his writings contradicts this oral tradition. 
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Second, Noli was not satisfied only with providing a free liturgical translation with priority 
given to the music. He also translated new services to complete the canon, but also 
edited these services, shortening some of the Priest’s prayers and abridging many 
phrases and verses of hymns. 

Why did Metropolitan Noli edit the hymns and the services of his second translations 
into Albanian? Since music was his priority, it is understandable that in some hymns he 
was forced to sacrifice the text for the chanting’s sake, but that does not explain all his 
changes. In the Priest’s prayers there is no connection with music, yet Noli still edited 
those readings. In Uratore (Service Book) he is justified in saying that he edited these 
readings and prayers “not only to save money but also because they figure only in the 
books and are never read in Church.”36 That is true for some of those readings and 
prayers but not for all the prayers that Noli shortened and edited. 

Since Noli was not a theologian, his vision of the future of Orthodoxy in North America 
was clearly defined from an ideological perspective, such as issues of language and 
jurisdiction, but not from a theological one. And Liturgy is an inseparable part of 
Orthodox theology. He believed that the Orthodox Church in the West would reconsider 
its liturgical eastern tradition and would make changes in the length and the structure of 
the services, to adapt itself to the new world. But this did not happen. 

Were these translations addressed to the Albanian Community in United States or were 
they intended even for the Orthodox Church in Albania, which at that time had a 
canonical Archbishop, despite the political difficulties in the country? It is very difficult to 
say yes or no, because the prayers commemorating the bishop are not uniform. 

In all the translations for the first period, we read “For our Archbishop N…,”37 relying on 
each priest to name his bishop, but this is not true in the second set. The latter 
translations have “For our Archbishop N…,” wherever the local bishop should be 
commemorated, but there are other places where we read Noli’s name, in a mythical 
and cultish attribute: “The Most Reverend and Most Blessed Theofan, the Metropolitan 
of the holy cathedrals of Durrës and Boston, the primate and exarch of holy Illyria, the 
pilgrim of St George and evangelizer of the Albanians…”38 

Noli is using here the titles of the Archbishop of Albania, making himself superior to all 
Albanian Orthodox bishops of that time, albeit by using the incongruous term kryekishë, 
which he used for Cathedral; for Noli did not read theology. 

                                                           
36 Uratore e Kishεs Orthodokse, Boston, Mass, 1941, p.1. 

37 “Për Kryepeshkopin tonë (aksh),” Librë e Shërbesave të Shënta të Kishës Orthodoxe, kthyer nga 
gërqishtja prej Priftit Orthodox Fan S. Noli, Boston, Mass, 1909, p.66. 

38 This happens in “Regulla e Meshεs Peshkopale” (The Order of Hierarchal Liturgy), Uratore e Kishεs 
Orthodokse, p. 192. 
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In this liturgical passage, Metropolitan Noli is disclosing honestly his psychological state 
of that period. He is also suggesting how he wants to be remembered in the history of 
Albania. The ‘Evangelizer’ translates his self-knowledge of an enlightener, a missionary 
leader who in most cases is an outsider… This was part of his universal role in the 
history of Albania. Yet he identified himself with his people in order to change and lead 
them to higher places. Maybe this is one of the reasons why he kept the same peculiar 
Albanian language all his life, in all his works. 

Furthermore in Uratore Noli translated and added the service of Myron, celebrated by 
the Patriarch.39 Why did Noli add this service to the canon of the Albanian Liturgy? 
Albania does not have a Patriarch and the Myron was traditionally given to the Orthodox 
Church of Albania either by Constantinople, bound by the Tomos of Autocephaly, or, 
during the Communist regime, by Russia. Who is then the Patriarch of the Albanian 
Liturgy? 

Pointing these theological questions in Noli’s second translations, as part of his changes 
between the two liturgical periods, we realize how uncontrolled was the translator in the 
1940s. He worked without pressure, which was not true for the 1910s. 

If we compare the two periods of liturgical translations into Albanian, it seems that the 
first ones come from a priest who is offering them as prayers to be prayed in Church, 
while the second come from a bishop to be used by and for himself. But this still cannot 
explain the paradoxes of the translations from the second period. 

The Albanian translations of the second period received limited acceptance and were 
not recognized by the Church of Albania for use in worship. Even his admirers did not 
hide their disappointment: 

“It is known that no Orthodox Church has ever sacrificed the content for the sake of 
melody and musical rhythm, and this question has never dominated the liturgical rite. 
The unity of the liturgical rite is an ancient tradition and one of the main principles of the 
unity of faith for Eastern Orthodox Church, whose the Orthodox Church of Albania is a 
member and inseparable part.”40  

This was the position of the Albanian Synod. These words show how rightfully 
protective was the Church after reading the second translations. While producing the 
first translations was an act of language reform by facilitating communication between 
people and God, the second translations came as a bold liturgical reform with individual 
nuances. 

While Dhimitër Beduli did not comment on the personalization of Noli’s second 
translations, Bishop Fortino, an Albanian Italian and Greek Catholic, was more critical. 

                                                           
39 Uratore e Kishεs Orthodokse, p.231-33. 
 
40 Dhimitër Beduli, Gjuha shqipe në Kishë, f. 29. 
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When compiling a new version of the Divine Liturgy of St John Chrysostom, “the 
Arbëresh translators have put aside some patterns used by Fan Noli in his last 
translations published in the United States of America. In these texts Noli has followed 
not just a literary translation, but he has instilled his own things, and has made 
omissions and changes, without being faithful to the main source.”41  

However the historical circumstances and the difficulty of liturgical translations into 
Albanian made Metropolitan Noli the most useful liturgical translator until recent days. 
Most Albanian priests prefer the first period’s publications, and they use the second 
period’s publications only when it is necessary.42  

The first period’s translations found a better reception because of their historical link 
with Albanian independence, both political and religious. The second period had no 
historical connection except to meet liturgical needs in worship and pastoral use. In 
addition, it was difficult to spread awareness of these publications, since the Communist 
dictatorship in Albania had begun to isolate and persecute religion, and the publication 
of these kinds of works was not appreciated as an important contribution to the nation. 

The perfect setting in Byzantine Music was the greatest achievement of Noli on his 
second translations. The personalization and the lack of modern language in this reform 
did not grant to these books the place they deserved in the Albanian Orthodox literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
41 Peshkop Lefter Fortino, “Fan Noli dhe trashigimi arbëresh i Liturgjisë së Shenjtë të Joan Gojartit”, 
Flamurtari i Kombit, 1982, f. 34. 

42 In the early 1990s, a private Christian publisher in Thessaloniki, Ορθόδοξη Κυψέλη, started to reprint 
Noli’s liturgical translations of the first period into Albanian, as a missionary effort, but there was a 
negative reaction from Archbishop Anastasios’ side and the work was stopped on the third book. 
Furthermore the Chancellor of the OCA Albanian Archdiocese, Fr Arthur Liolin, complained that the 
Greek publisher should have asked his permission before reprinting Noli’s books… Copyrights for books 
published in the 1910s, when no Albanian Archdiocese existed? This shows that even for the first period’s 
translations there is some tolerance for accommodating a specific task of the time, but there is no sincere 
acceptance of Noli’s work by the Albanian Orthodox Church. 
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5. NOLI’S LITURGICAL TRANSLATIONS INTO ENGLISH: 1949 – 
1964 

When Metropolitan Noli returned from Europe and began to reorganize the Albanian 
Orthodox parishes as a single diocese in United States, in the 1930s, he realized that 
Albanian was no longer the first language.43 At that time liturgical languages in the 
United States were mostly foreign and Noli had dreams of “the American Orthodox 
Church of the future which will unite all Orthodox groups and enable them to fulfill their 
evangelical mission in the United States of America.”44  

After a busy life in politics and exile, Noli was struggling to make peace for himself. 
Before completing the second liturgical translations into Albanian, he published the 
Eastern Orthodox Prayer Book in English. While the Albanian translations are “a turning 
point in the history of the Albanian Renaissance” (Faik Konitza), the English translations 
are the turning point in Metropolitan Noli’s life. 

It is very rare for men like Noli to shift their ideology from strictly national to wider, 
universal thinking, taking decisions that are completely different from their whole 
previous work and life: “If we want to keep the young generation in Church we should 
make painful decisions and use only English in our services.”45  

Metropolitan Noli published his English translations from the late 1940s to the early 
1960s. Although the first books of the English translations were published at the same 
time as the Albanian translations of the second period, they are different both in 
ideology, canon and reception. While the Albanian translations are more powerful in 
their linguistic expression, the English ones are more accurate in their translation of 
liturgical terms. Let us see two examples. 

In the Beatitudes, the verse, “Μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ τῷ πνεύματι…” (Originally Matthew 
5:3) is translated by Noli as “Blessed are the poor in spirit…” which is correct, but in the 
Albanian version πνεύμα is translated as mind and not spirit: “Lum të varfërit nga 
mendja…”46 

In the bilingual publication of the Liturgy, with the English translation across from the 
Albanian, the same text has used different translations for the term πνεύμα. This helps 

                                                           
43 The Service of Commemoration of the Fiftieth Anniversary Reunion of he Harvard class of 1912, 
Harvard College, Memorial Church, June 13, 1962, cited from Vepra 6, p. 633. 
 
44 Bishop Fan Stylian Noli, Three Liturgies of the Eastern Orthodox Church, Boston, Mass, 1955, p.5. 
 
45 Metropolitan Theofan S. Noli on the American Orthodox Church, (Tape), delivered in Bridgeport Conn, 
December 16, 1956. 
 
46 Bishop F. S. Noli, Liturgy and Catechism of the Eastern Orthodox Church – in Albanian and English, 
Boston, Mass, 1955, p. 60. 
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us to observe that there is no theological misunderstanding of the particular term, since 
in English the term is given correctly. Why not in Albanian? 

In the Albanian translation of Όρθρος in Uratore (p.38), the same term πνεύμα was 
translated by Noli as mendje, even though there is definitely a different meaning for the 
same word: “Μεγαλύνει η ψυχή μου τον Κύριον, και ηγαλλίασε το πνεύμα μου επί τω 
Θεώ τω σωτήρι μου” (Originally Luke 1:46-47). Here we have a critical conflict of the 
terms ψυχή and πνεύμα in the same verse, which the translator cannot avoid.  In the 
first Albanian written texts by Gjon Buzuku (1555) and Lekë Matrënga (1592), in Gheg 
and Tosk dialects respectively, we observe that both clergymen authors use shpirt for 
both Greek notions. The same with Grigor Gjirokastriti’s  New Testament (1827), until 
the purist translations of Kristoforidhi, who gave the translation frymë for πνεύμα but 
alternated with shpirt. Consequently, the problem of these philological questions in 
Albanian is paradoxically becoming even more challenging with Noli’s non theological 
definition of mendje (mind). 

There is another important example in the Orthodox Creed: The verse “Και εις το 
Πνεύμα το άγιον … το εκ του Πατρός εκπορευόμενον” (Originally from John 15:26), in 
Albanian εκπορευόμενον is translated by Noli që dërgohet prej Atit (Librë e Shërbesave, 
1909, p.90) and dεrgohet prej Atit (Uratore, 1941, p.81), which means who is sent from 
the Father, while in his English publications is translated who proceedeth from the 
Father (Orthodox Prayer Book, p.71), which is dogmatically correct. Of course this 
translation is taken from Isabel Hapgood’s Service Book,47 but in Albanian Noli had the 
same opportunity of keeping Kristoforidhi’s biblical translation, which is closer to the 
wording of Orthodox theology, që del nga Ati – who comes out from the Father.48  

These two references are sufficient to expose Noli’s superficial connection with 
theology. This will lead the translator into a strange relationship with music and 
literature, such as rewording the traditional liturgical phrase “Κύριε ελέησον” into “Lord 
our God have mercy,” in his English publications. What was missing from “Lord have 
mercy?” 

The order of the services in English was made according to the Slavonic typikon and 
the musical settings according to the Russian composers, while the Albanian 
translations follow the Byzantine order and use Byzantine music. 

                                                           
47 The first two editions which Noli used for his translations: Hapgood Isabel Florence, Service Book of 
the Holy Orthodox-Catholic Apostolic (Greco-Russian) Church, New York 1906 and Service Book of the 
Holy Orthodox-Catholic Apostolic Church (Revised version), New York 1922. Her Service Book has been 
republished recently and has been accepted by the Orthodox Churches in America, especially the 
Antiochian, as an Orthodox liturgical tool for worship, although it is older than Metropolitan Noli’s Prayer 
Book. About Hapgood as a translator of Liturgy and of Russian literature into English see, Stuart Hoke, “A 
Generally Obscure Calling: A Character Sketch of Isabel Hapgood,” St Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly, 
Vol. 45 2001, No.1, p.25-55. 
 
48 Dhimitër Beduli, Gjuha shqipe në Kishë, p.31. 
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Metropolitan Noli had visions of a universal Orthodox translation of the Liturgy, but a 
Byzantine musical setting of the translated text into English would serve only the 
Byzantine rite’s parishes. Therefore he tried to create a new and uniform liturgical 
tradition for his parishes, closer to the Russian background. This was an artificial 
manner of mythmaking tradition, because the Albanians in America did not have any 
cultural or emotional connection with the Russian world. But he was personally attached 
to Russian music and tradition: 

“The famous French composer, Hector Berlioz, while attending a service at the Imperial 
Chapel in St. Petersburg, was so moved that he burst into tears and could hardly 
compose himself for hours afterwards. I had that thrill in 1907, when I first heard the 
liturgy sung in the Russian Cathedral in New York City. Ever since I have dreamed of 
giving that wonderful sacred music to any congregation within my reach. I introduced it 
in my churches both here and in Albania.”49  

It is well-known that Noli wanted to distance himself from the Greek tradition. But he 
could not do the same with the Albanian translations because the Albanian Church at 
that time had a solid Byzantine background, and this cultural connection between 
Byzantine culture and Albania is clear even in the folk tradition.50  

Slavonic and Russian models were closer to Noli’s ideological inspiration but were as 
well closer to the western music, comparing to the Byzantine music. Metropolitan Noli 
wanted to create a new Orthodox Western tradition for the Liturgy, using Church music 
with Russian and some “Byzantine” motifs. 

Beside his personal artistic taste, there were also political dimensions. Since the 
Patriarchate of Constantinople considered Noli as uncanonical, it would be the 
American Orthodox Church supported by the Russian Patriarchate that will recognize 
him. It did not happen in his days though. It happened after his death, in 1972, when the 
Russian ‘Metropolia’ recognized his successor and his diocese as a part of the newly 
named Orthodox Church in America (OCA). 

While the Albanian translations are strictly liturgical, the English ones are not. He did not 
publish any Festal Menaion, or Lenten Book or Easter Book in English, but he did 
translate the New Testament and the Psalms, which he did not translate into Albanian. 

                                                           

49 Bishop Fan Stylian Noli, Eastern Orthodox Hymnal, The Albanian Orthodox Church in America, Boston, 
Mass, 1951, p. iii. Although Noli imposed his personal preference as the collective expression of the 
Church, he did not dare to set his Albanian translations to the same music, though he did bring to Albania 
a Russian choir, while he was Metropolitan of Durrës and Prime Minister. See Eno Koço, “Mesha shqip,” 
Drita, February 17, 1991. 

50 This question was first posed by the scholar and linguist Eqrem Çabej (“Për gjenezën e literaturës 
shqipe,” Hylli i Dritës, 1938-39, republished in Shqiptarët midis Perëndimit dhe Lindjes, p.46, Tiranë 1994) 
and by Albanian musicologists, who have noticed that there are similarities between Byzantine and 
Albanian folk music, though they have come to no conclusion in their studies. 
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It seems that Metropolitan Noli gave emphasis to the Sunday Liturgy and not to the 
major daily feasts, as in Albanian. From this perspective his biblical translations are 
liturgical tools. 

Although he translated and published many readings of the Gospel and the Epistles in 
his Orthodox Prayer Book, he later compiled two books of Gospel and Epistle readings. 
Not only is the length of these readings different from the previous work, but so also is 
the translation itself and the language. And after these two Lectionaries for liturgical use 
Noli turned and retranslated the whole New Testament, after reconsidering his style of 
expression in modern English. 

Metropolitan Noli’s work in English, apart from his catechism, can be separated into 
three parts: Liturgy, biblical translations and musical compositions. However there is no 
distinction between liturgical and biblical translation by Noli, because all his English 
translations were destined for liturgical use, including the New Testament and the 
Psalms. 

And of course his musical books are the musical settings of his liturgical translations, 
music being an inseparable part of worship, interpreting the theological notions and 
human emotions of the Byzantine hymns. Thus, the compositions of church music 
cannot be included with his secular musical works, or they must be counted on both 
sides. 

Were Metropolitan Noli’s liturgical translations good enough to be used beyond the 
Albanian Orthodox Church in America? It is problematic that while his books were 
dedicated to the whole Orthodox community in the United States, the translator’s name 
is the only person to be commemorated as an Archbishop in his liturgical translations, 
which is not true even of the Albanian translations of the second period. 

Why did Noli change the practice of Hapgood, whose Service Book and put “For our 
Most Reverend Archbishop Theophan” in the commemoration, instead of “Our 
Archbishop N.”? Even if the Albanian Orthodox Church in America were the only Church 
to use these translations, Noli at that time was in his seventies, and he knew that in the 
Orthodox Liturgy the priest commemorates the living bishop of the Church. I do 
not believe that Noli hoped that his books would be used only in his time. 

And as in the Albanian translations of the second period we have here the same 
paradox of his title as the primate of the Albanian Church and his cult in Liturgy: “To 
thee, O Theophan, Metropolitan Bishop of the sees of Boston and Durazzo, exarch of 
Holy Illyria, pilgrim of Saint George, evangelizer of Albania, our Father and our Prelate, 
God grant thee long life…”51 

                                                           
51 Orthodox Prayer Book, p.62 
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We observe that in the English version the word kryetarit (the President or Primate) of 
Uratore (p. 192) is omitted before the exarch, which shows that Noli is aware of the 
nuances of his title in both languages. And yet he failed…    

Metropolitan Noli expressed his opinion about the structure that the ‘American Orthodox 
Patriarchate’ should have and he thought that the Russian Metropolitan Leon would be 
the new Patriarch.52 But why did Metropolitan Noli put down his name as the only 
celebrating hierarch in his English translations? Did he see the acceptance and use of 
his liturgical translations by other Orthodox Churches as a sign that others would 
recognize him as a canonical bishop? From a practical point of view, the use of his 
name in his liturgical translations, both in English and Albanian, does not seem uniform 
and has no rational interpretation. 

Noli did not achieve the same success in English as in his Albanian liturgical 
translations. We do not find in his English publications the intensive, systematic, 
detailed, original and fine work of the Albanian translations. Nevertheless Noli’s English 
translations were useful at that time because since the publication by the Episcopalian 
Isabel F. Hapgood of the Service Book the Orthodox liturgical translations in North 
America were rare. The English translations are very helpful for a comparative and 
careful reading of Noli’s Liturgy. Yet, those who will conclude on the translator’s English 
publications without studying the Albanian liturgical translations will know very little of 
Fan S. Noli… 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
52 “Letter to His Eminence Metropolitan Archbishop Leon,” Fort Lauderdale, Florida, January 14, 1957, 
cited in Vepra 6, p. 492-93 (Translated into Albanian). 
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SUMMARY 

1. Metropolitan Fan S. Noli’s liturgical translations have not been researched by 
the Orthodox Church in Albania because of political reasons, which have been inforced 
by Albanian and Greek nationalist ideologies. This inherited 
attitude has imposed suspicion, fear and silence about Noli in the field of Albanian-
Greek studies. Furthermore, the consequences of an atheist dictatorship in the Albanian 
cultural tradition, the absence of Religious Studies in Albania, the ignorance of Liturgical 
Greek and Byzantine Music by Albanian scholars, and the ignorance of Albanian 
language by Greek scholars, have made it impossible to produce interdisciplinary works 
including the Albanian liturgical translations. In addition, there is no 
theological engagement in the Albanian Orthodox Community in the United States, 
where Noli is increasingly worshiped and never studied. 

2. Noli knew liturgical Greek and Byzantine music very well, but he did not have the 
same flexibility in Albanian. Furthermore, he did not have a philological and theological 
background. The translator faced additional difficulties on writing in a language without 
a modern literary tradition. From his initial sub-dialectal writing of the first book, Noli 
jumped quickly to a consistent dialectal style (Tosk) which became a unique literary 
school in the Albanian language. His own terminology was based partly on 
Kristoforidhi’s tradition, but it was mostly influenced by modern terminology from the 
Romance languages, especially from French. 

3. The liturgical translations of the first period (1908-14) were a consequence of the 
nationalist movement for the independence of Albania, and a condition for organizing an 
Albanian Orthodox Church in North America, with the prospective of establishing a 
National Church in Albania. This translation period coincided with Noli’s ordination and 
his undergraduate studies at Harvard University. At the same time, Fr. Noli was 
struggling to build his persona in Albanian letters and politics. The liturgical translations 
were not a priority but part of the busiest period of Noli’s life. 

These translations were rendered in a literal basis, putting priority to the word rather 
than the musical setting, giving thus an Orthodox character to these texts. This was an 
ideological compromise between the ordained translator and the textual mentality of the 
Orthodox Church, although Noli’s style for the rest of his translations was for a free 
translation style. 

The Greek Orthodox Church condemned the Albanian liturgical translations with the 
pretext of ‘having dogmatic mistakes.’ These works were also criticized by puritan 
Albanian scholars for their ‘enterprising’ spirit of creating a ‘Latinized’ terminology in the 
Albanian language against Kristoforidhi’s tradition in Tosk. Yet most Albanian 
intellectuals of that time had praised these texts for their poetic and strong expression of 
language. Although the Albanian Church did not accept the first translations officially, it 
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did use them for decades as the only source of liturgical texts in Albanian. In 1930s 
Albania, Noli’s Orthodox works were equal to tradition.     

4. The liturgical translations of the second period (1941-52) did not have the same 
historical importance. With these translations Metropolitan Noli wanted to complete his 
liturgical canon in Albanian liturgy, translating additional services but what is new here is 
that Noli edited and shortened the hymns and the priest’s readings. The style here is 
a ‘Nolian’, free translation, and the priority is the musicality of the text, giving a perfect 
Byzantine setting to the hymns, sacrificing though the word which is the priority in 
Orthodox worship. The language and the chosen terminology, unfortunately, are almost 
the same with the first period’s translations. 

These publications were translated for the Albanian Church in America and 
the homeland, but the commemoration of the translator’s name, as Primate of Albanian 
Church in America and, to some extension, of the Church of Albania, creates a non-
uniform liturgical phenomenon and this is the paradox in Noli’s work. The Orthodox 
Church of Albania did not accept these publications for use in worship. Furthermore, 
Albanian theologians in Albania and Italy have expressed disappointment and 
disagreement with the ideology and the personalisation of these translations.    

5. The English translations (1949-64) are liturgical and biblical. In these publications 
there is no coherent structure and the translator did not create a liturgical canon as in 
the Albanian translations. Furthermore, these translations are different in their 
philosophy, because Noli is creating a Liturgy with Russian background both in 
the typikon and its musical settings. 

The English translations are less original and do not have a uniform language style. In 
addition, in order to give priority to the music, Metropolitan Noli made many changes to 
the text. Theologically though the English translations, in comparison to the Albanian 
translations, have better interpretations of the liturgical terms. However, Noli’s name as 
a hierarch to be commemorated in these books poses the same paradox as in the 
Albanian translations of the second period. 

 

                                              *  *  * 
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This paper is the first study of Fan S. Noli’s liturgical translations. As a graduate of both 
Theology and Byzantine Music, and having studied and researched the three languages 
of this field (Albanian, Greek and English), I was privileged to investigate Metropolitan 
Noli’s works. However, there were two main obstacles: the incomplete bibliography on 
Noli, and the lack of any previous work on this topic. 

Important and extensive material exists in Noli’s library in Boston MA but the Liolin 
family refused entrance to archives. 

Much unpublished information about Noli was sent after his death to Albania and is 
available in different archives in Tirana, but I have not had the opportunity to review 
them. 

Noli’s library in Boston contains information that the Albanian scholars who conducted 
research there did not have the interest, or the necessary background, to study and 
publish. For example, I am not sure what Greek liturgical books Metropolitan Noli used 
for his translations in both languages. The only piece of information, which has not been 
authenticated, is that of Dhimitër Beduli who believes that Noli used the third edition of 
Karyofylli’s Service Book (Athens 1896) for his first Service Book (1909).53 

Furthermore, not having the opportunity to use the original sources, I have used for my 
research the Albanian publications of Metropolitan Noli’s collected works (Vepra), 
especially his articles and his correspondence, but neither of these sources is complete. 
(In all these publications of Noli’s works, no liturgical translation was included.) 

The articles in the two first volumes of Noli’s works have undergone censorship 
because they were published under the Communist dictatorship. Indeed, some were not 
published at all; texts with religious nuances were the first to be eliminated or edited by 
the Albanian Communist publisher. The same problem exists for Noli’s interviews and 
other writings, published in the first five volumes of his works. (In addition, in these 
works some forms of Noli’s style have been adapted to standard Albanian, which 
engages the Albanian reader more effectively but does not help me on searching for 
original source material). 

There is more material with the correspondence because it was published after the 
political changes in Albania; it is the sixth and last volume of Noli’s collected works. But 
this is only part of thousands of Metropolitan Noli’s letters, which exist only in Noli’s 
Library in Boston, MA, and the religious references did not have any priority for the 
publisher or the readers, unless there was an interesting connection with historical and 
national events. 

I did not find these letters authentic, since many of those have been written originally in 
English and I am using here the Albanian translations, translating back into English with 
care and sensitivity but not with exactitude since I was translating translations.  I used 
my intuition to approach different nuances pertaining to Noli’s ecclesiastic language. A 
                                                           
53 Dhimitër Beduli, Gjuha shqipe në Kishë, p.32-33. 
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serious vacuum in Noli’s published correspondence is the one-side aspect of these 
letters, since all this material is the correspondence written and sent by Noli and not by 
and to Noli, as my research wanted to be. 

It might have helped my research if I would have had the opportunity to find Noli’s 
collected works that were published in Kosova in late 1960s. 

Although this study was not pursued with solid bibliographical sources, I do believe that 
I am offering this paper as an introduction for further study on Noli’s liturgical work, 
which is an important field of Greek-Albanian studies. This is the reason that the 
Albanian translations had the priority in this paper.  

 

© Rev. Fr. Foti Tsitsi 

 2010 

The current revised study was written originally in 2001 as an academic paper (Ohio 
State University, Greek & Latin Department.) Two simplified versions in English and 
Albanian have been published in 2001 and 2003 in the United States and Albania. A 
longer and improved version can be found in my book in Albanian, Between 
Albanianness and Greekness, Tirana 2006. [Midis shqiptarësisë dhe grekësisë – nga 
bujtja e Nolit te zhvarrosjet e Përmetit]     
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